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Abstract
Synchronous data- ow is a programming paradigm which
has been successfully applied in reactive systems. In this
context, it can be characterized as some class of static
bounded memory data- ow networks. In particular, these
networks are not recursively de ned, and obey some kind of
\synchronous" constraints (clock calculus). Based on Kahn's
relationship between data- ow and stream functions, the
synchronous constraints can be related to Wadler's listlessness, and can be seen as sucient conditions ensuring listless
evaluation. As a by-product, those networks enjoy ecient
compiling techniques. In this paper, we show that it is possible to extend the class of static synchronous data- ow to
higher order and dynamical networks, thus giving sense to
a larger class of synchronous data- ow networks.
This is done by extending both the synchronous operational semantics, the clock calculus and the compiling technique of static data- ow networks, to these more general
networks.

1 Introduction
1.1 Some milestones in data- ow programming

In the seventies, the Lucid language was proposed [5, 4] as
a way of providing functional languages with stream based
iterations. At the same time, Kahn [15] showed that the semantics of networks of asynchronous deterministic processes
could be described as systems of recursive equations over
streams, very similar to Lucid programs. Then, the concept
of lazy evaluation emerged [12, 23], accounting for nite and
in nite data structures like streams. Today, modern lazy
functional languages such as LML and Haskell [6, 22] easily
allow to write data- ow programs, by expressing streams as
abstract data types. Such languages provide nice features,
such as currying and higher order programming. Yet, these
programs are sometimes rather inecient, and Wadler [25]
proposed new techniques, which he called \listlessness" [25]
so as to try to overcome the problem. The idea was to
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avoid constructing intermediate lists in list programs, if the
elements of those lists were to be consumed as soon as produced. Later, he generalized this technique to other recursive data types, and called it \deforestation" [26].

1.2 Synchronous reactive data- ow

Meanwhile, automatic control, and signal processing engineers faced the problem of moving from analog devices to
sequential computers. They have always used systems of
recursive equations over streams of values (signals) as a natural formalism for reasoning about their systems. They
often found translation of these equations into sequential
programs as boring and error-prone. Some of them found
that it was possible to handle this translation automatically, that is, to compile such programs. For instance, some
of the programs running on the Airbus A320 aircraft have
been obtained in this way. This led computer scientists to
propose languages (Lustre, Signal), toolboxes (Ptolemy)
and compilers for application domain [2, 20, 16] which they
called \Synchronous Data- ow" (By the same time, this
class of programs was recognized to belong to the so-called
\synchronous programming" family, whose most characteristic member is Esterel [7]).
These compilers [21] behave very much like Wadler's listless transformer, i.e. associate with each lazy stream of a
given type, only one item of this type. This is obtained by :





de ning synchronous operational semantics, which allows only listless programs to be evaluated [21],
providing a static analysis step, aiming at rejecting
data- ow networks that cannot be listlessly evaluated.
This step is sometimes referred to as either a \clock
calculus"[20, 2] or \consistency checking"[16].
nally, providing compiling techniques which product
listless sequential code for programs that have been
accepted during the preceding step.

1.3 Synchronous data- ow

However, those synchronous data- ow languages are closely
restricted to the domain of reactive systems; for instance,
they don't allow the use of recursive de nitions of functions.
The reasons for these restrictions are quite clear : reactive
systems shall continuously interact with their environment,
and this can be safely achieved only if their reactions are

implemented using bounded memory and bounded reaction
time.
The purpose of the paper is to show that the synchronous
operational semantics, and the clock constraint rules are not
bounded to these reactive restrictions and can apply to more
general stream languages (section 3.1) providing abstraction, application and general recursion.
For this, we intend to establish a clear distinction between \synchrony" and \reactivity":
 Reactivity means the ability to react to external
events, and, quite obviously, requires bounded memory
and reaction time.
 Synchrony is the ability to share a common time scale.
In the context of data- ow, it can be interpreted as
listlessness in view of the already noted analogy between listless transformers and synchronous data- ow
compilers. Synchrony has little to do with reactivity,
though it can be useful in order to achieve reactivity.
This is why, up to now, these two concepts have been
strongly connected.
Thus, we can imagine non reactive synchronous programs. This is the intended use of the proposed extension
which allows us to give a synchronous meaning to higher
order and dynamical (recursively de ned) networks. In particular, truly recursive networks will use unbounded stacks,
and thus cannot be reactive. Since we deal with data- ow
networks, these stacks are expected to be stacks of lists.
Synchrony here means simply that it is possible to replace
those stacks with stacks of values (cf example 6), and this
is expected to be far more ecient.

showing that programs that can be typed in the preceding sense, can be synchronously evaluated (theorem 1).
 and nally, giving a system of modular compiling rules
producing imperative sequential code obeying synchronous semantics (section 3.4).
Section 4 presents implementation matters and section 5
discusses related works.


2 A data- ow language
2.1 Primitive constructs

In this section, we de ne some primitive constructs over lazy
streams in a Haskell-like syntax [22].
 Lazy streams of type a can be de ned as:
data



1 Though presenting some analogy with Signal, this functional aspect makes it very di erent, as Signal is not a functional language.

The constprimitive allows scalar constants to be transformed into in nite constant streams, by :
const i = i : const i

Where \:"is the ordinary stream constructor. For instance const true is the in nite stream:
[true; true; : : :]
allows streams of functions to be applied to
streams of data :

 extend

1.4 Paper content

The paper will be organized as follows. In section 2 we
present a data- ow language based
on a Lustre-like toy language, i.e. a purely functional 1 synchronous reactive dataow language. Yet, the language will deviate from Lustre
in several aspects:
 The primitive constructs will be slightly di erent and
somewhat more general: our primitives allow easily
Lustre primitives to be expressed.
 The clock calculus is more general in the sense that it
allows clocks to be inferred. This helps in extending
it to functional features, thanks to the analogy with
classical type inference.
 For the same reason, we use a curry ed version of the
language.
Section 3 presents the core of the extension work by:
 de ning a synchronous operational semantics for a
functional data- ow language with abstraction, application, recursion and using the data- ow primitives
de ned in section 2. This allows us to characterize
\synchronous data- ow behaviors" (section 3.2),
 de ning a clock calculus for this language: this is obtained by expressing this clock calculus as a type system, which, in turn, allows us to generalize it to functional features (section 3.3),

Stream a = a : Stream a.

extend (f:fs) (x:xs) = (f x) : (extend fs xs)

For instance,
notl x
x andl y

= extend (const not) x
= extend (extend (const and) x) y

respectively de ne an inverter and an \and" gate
which operate pointwisely over their input streams;
thus notl (const true) is the in nite stream:
[false; false; : : :]
 fby

is the followed-by operator (or delay operator):

(x : xs) fby

y = x : y

It allows recursive expressions (feedback networks or
circuits) to be safely built, without exhibiting deadlocks (if the recursion appears on the right of the fby);
for instance:
half = (const false) fby (notl half)

has the in nite periodic behavior :
[false; true; false; true; : : :]


When the rst argument of fby is a constant stream,
we rather use the simpler function pre, whose rst
argument is a scalar:

2.2 Why synchrony?

pre s x = s : x

Thus we could have written:
half = pre false (notl half)



The when primitive allows sub-streams to be extracted
from streams:
(x : xs) when (true : cs) = x : (xs when cs)
(x : xs) when (false : cs) = xs when cs

For instance, we have:
= [x0 ; x1 ; : : : xn ; : : :]
= [x1 ; x3 ; : : : x2n+1 ; : : :]

x
x when half



Conversely, merge allows streams to be built from substreams :
merge (true:cs) (x:xs) y = x:(merge cs xs y)
merge (false:cs) x (y:ys) = y:(merge cs x ys)

For instance, we have:
x
y
merge half x y

= [x0 ; x1 ; : : : xn ; : : :]
= [y0 ; y1 ; : : : yn ; : : :]
= [y0 ; x0 ; y1 ; x1 ; : : : yn ; xn ; : : :]

Example 1 (A program) A program is a set of mutually

recursive equations de ning streams of scalar values. Consider the following expression:
nat =
pre 2 (extend (extend (const (+)) nat) (const 1)

It de nes the list of positive integers starting from 2. This
program has the following Kahn network representation.
const 1

- pre 2

-

+

-

2
Lazy evaluating this program is costly: intermediate
lists are allocated and deallocated by the Garbage Collector
during execution. On the contrary, the synchronous dataow compilers translate it into a sequential program with
bounded memory and response time. One could say that
those compilers transforms the call-by-need evaluation into
a call-by-value one.

Let us consider the example of gure 1 which displays a
program, the corresponding network, and a typical evolution
of the streams involved in the program.
In this example, the same input is duplicated and one
version goes through an odd function2 , whose e ect is to
discard one item out of two from its input stream. Then
both streams go through an andl function, which consumes
one item of each stream at a time. Clearly, such a network cannot be executed without using an intermediate list.
Furthermore, as time goes on, this storage grows, and will
sooner or later over ow. This explains why this kind of example, which is called \non synchronous" has to be rejected
when dealing with reactive applications.

2.3 Recursive functions

For the same obvious reasons of reactivity, actual synchronous data- ow tools reject recursively de ned functions. A
typical example of such a rejected program is the following Eratosthenes sieve, whose recursive data- ow network is
depicted below.
In this gure, data ow from left to right. For the rst
input item, the lter records the input value and returns
the value false. In this case, the switches are low and the
returned value is true. For the next inputs, the lter box
returns true when the current entry is not a multiple of its
recorded value. In this case, the switches are high. The rst
time this happens, a new sieve machine is created and fed
with an initial input. The next times this happens, this machine is fed with the corresponding inputs. Otherwise, the
switches are low and the returned value is always false.

-

sieve

lter

??
?
?
const false

-

sieve

-

@@?
@-

- pre true -

Such a data- ow graph can be represented in a functional
and recursive way as follows:
let first x =
let v = x fby v
in v
sieve x =
let filter = (first x) not_divides_l x
in merge filter
(sieve (x when filter))
(pre true (const false))
in nat when (sieve(nat))

2 In terms of control theory and hardware x
frequency sampler.

when

half is a half-

let
in

odd
let
in

x =
half = pre false (notl half)
x when half

-

-

-

odd

over ow!

-

x andl (odd x)

x
half
x when half
x andl (odd x)

=
=
=
=

x0

false

x1
x1

true

x0 and x1

x2

false

x3
x3

x4

true

false

x1 and x3

-

andl

x5
x5

:::
:::
:::
x2 and x5 :::
true

Figure 1. A non-synchronous example
where not_divides_l is the extension to streams of the ordinary operation on integers.
Yet, it seems to us that this example doesn't exhibit the
pathological character of the previous non-synchronous one,
and that it seems possible to compile it using no intermediate list at all. Yet, since this is a truly recursive function,
its compilation should use a stack, but this is not a surprise
and we are used to it. Though the theoretical distinction between stacks and lists should deserve greater attention, we
propose to leave it beyond the scope of the paper: we only
intend to show here that some recursive stream programs
appear as reasonable extensions of what has been done in
the eld of synchronous reactive data- ow, and enjoy the
same aptitude to ecient listless compiling. We propose to
call such programs \synchronous Kahn networks".

3 Formalization
3.1 A functional stream language

Let us de ne the following functional and recursive dataow kernel. Expressions are ranged over e and are built from
stream variables (x), primitive constructs presented above,
recursive expressions (rec x:e), abstractions (x:e) and applications (e1 e2 ). The language contains scalar primitives
which can be extended to streams via the const primitive.
(i) denotes integers, (true) and (false) denote classical true
and false constants. Classical primitives are available such
as (+) for the integer addition, (not) and (and) for classical
boolean operators, etc.

e ::= x j rec x:e j x:e j e e
j const e j merge e e e j e fby e
j extend e e j pre e e j e when e j notl e
j + j and j not j i j false j true j : : :
This language is a typed language in the sense of the
classical Damas-Milner type system [11]. We say that an
expression e is of scalar type if all sub-expression (including
e) is of scalar type and does not use the stream primitives.
The function scalar is such that scalar(e) is true if e is of
scalar type.
Thus, our language is a classical functional language with

special primitives whose semantics have been de ned previously.

3.2 Synchronous operational semantics

Programs written in such a language can be executed in a
call-by-need manner, as programs managing lists, thus leading to a poor implementation: intermediate structures are
allocated and then deallocated by the Garbage Collector.
We shall see now that a large set of programs from this
language can be executed in a synchronous way, where no
list is managed during the execution. The idea behind synchrony is to execute one step of each subexpression | one
step of each node in the network | such that no intermediate structure is bu ered in a node: an argument crosses
the whole network in one step. Thus, the synchronous operational semantics is a restricted relation of the classical lazy
semantics: some reductions rules are not allowed.
De nition 1 (Synchronous Semantics) The synchro
nous operational semantics of the language is de ned by the
v e meaning that in the environtransition relation  ` e !
ment , one execution step of the expression e produces v
and becomes the expression e .
v1
vn y ]
y1 ; : : : ; x n !
 ::= [x1 !
n
0

0

v ::= [] j e

xi and yi denote variable names and v is either a scalar
expression e or empty (denoted by []). An execution of e0
starting in the environment 0 can be written as:

v +1
v0 v1
v e
e1 ! e2 : : : !
e0 !
n+1 ! : : :
v
ei+1 . The value produced by the expression e0
if 0 ` ei !
is the in nite list v0 :v1 : : : vn : : :. We assume that [] is the
unit element of list construction ([]:l = l).
The substitution e[v1 =v2 ] used here is quite unusual since
v2 may contain somes empty constructs. Thus, the substitun

n

i

tion does some pattern matching, and is de ned only when
the two components are compatible.
v e is given by the set
The complete de nition of  ` e !
of rules at gure 2.
0

TAUT
CONST-[]

EXT-v

MERGE-t

 ` const e ![] const e

f0
e0
`f !
f1  ` e !
e1
f0 e0
 ` extend f e ! extend f1 e1

[]
d0
 ` c true
! c1  ` d ! d1  ` e ! e1
d0
 ` merge c d e !
merge c1 d1 e1

CONST-e
EXT-[]

MERGE-[]

MERGE-f

 ` const e !e const e

 ` f ![] f1  ` e ![] e1
 ` extend f e ![] extend f1 e1
 ` c ![] c1  ` d ![] d1  ` e ![] e1
 ` merge c d e ![] merge c1 d1 e1

[]
e0
 ` c false
! c1  ` d ! d1  ` e !
e1
e0
 ` merge c d e ! merge c1 d1 e1

WHEN-[]

 ` c ![] c1  ` d ![] d1
 ` d when c ![] d1 when c1

WHEN-t

WHEN-f

d0
 ` c false
! c1  ` d ! d 1
 ` d when c ![] d1 when c1

PRE-[]

 ` e ![] e1
 ` pre v e ![] pre; v e1

FBY-[]

 ` e ![] e1  ` f ![] f1
 ` e fby f ![] e1 fbyf1

PRE-v
FBY-init
REC

v0
v0
; x !
x1 ` x !
x1

e0
`e!
e1
v
 ` pre v e ! pre e0 e1
e0
`e!
e1  ` f ![] f1
 ` e fby f ![] pre e0 f1

FBY-pre

d0
 ` c true
! c1  ` d !
d1
d0
 ` d when c ! d1 when c1

f0
e0
`e!
e1  ` f !
f1
e0
 ` e fby f ! pre e0 f1

x0
v0
; x !
x1 ` e !
e1
rec x0 :v0
 ` rec x:e ! rec x1 :e1 [rec x0 :v0=x0 ]
ABST

abst

x0
v0
; x !
x1 ` e !
e1
x0 :v0
 ` x:e ! x0 :x1 :e1
v0
`e!
e1 scalar(x)
 ` x:e x:v
! 0 x:e1

APP

f0
v0
`f !
f1  ` e !
e1
f0 v0
 ` f e ! f1 v0 e1

app

f0
`f!
f1 scalar(v)
0vf v
 ` f v f!
1

Figure 2. The synchronous operational semantics

produces a list of constants. Thus one step of
the const v program produces v and the continuation
const v. Such an operation may produce nothing if no
operation is waiting for its value. In this case, we call
it an "empty rule".
The extend primitive applies pointwisely a list of
scalar functions to a list of arguments. The semantics states that both arguments must be either present
or absent in parallel. If none of them is present, the
code remains the same and produces no value.

 const



Remark: The synchronous aspect of these semantics
lies in the absence of some rules: if we take into account all the cases of production and non production
of values of the arguments, we should consider four
cases. Here, we have only two. Thus, there is no way
of evaluating the expression when only one argument
is present nor there is a way of storing intermediate
results in temporary lists. This is the key di erence
with respect to classical operational semantics.
 Similarly, merge should need eight rules, but synchronous semantics consider only three of them.
 fby may produces a value only when its rst argument
produces a value. In this case, it transforms into a
preoperation.
 Operationally, a pre operator acts as a latch: it puts
its recorded value on the output and stores its input.
 The (REC) rule is very natural: yet, in doing this,
we must carefully distinguish the cases where rec applies to ground expressions and those where it applies to functional expressions: in the former case,
(the only one which arises in reactive data- ow) it
is allowed to use x-points like rec x0 :e0 only if x0 is
not free in e0 . Otherwise, this should be considered
as a deadlock. Consider, for example, the program
rec x:(plus x (const 1)) where plus stand for the classical addition extended to streams. The produced scalar
expression is recx:x + 1 which in nitely loops. Yet,
static deadlock detection is fairly easy since it suces
to show that each variable bound by a recis within the
scope of a pre or fby (consider example 1).
 The rule of abstraction over streams (rule ABST) says
that a x:f expression produces a scalar function
x0 :f0 and returns a new function x0 :x1 :f1 which
can be both a function of the instant value and of the
continuation of its argument. For instance, this arises
when the instant value modi es the state of the function (e.g, a (recursive) function containing some fby or
pre primitives). When an abstraction is over a scalar
value (rule abst) then the execution may produce a
new abstraction if the body produces something new.
Application rules match abstraction rules: an application f e over streams produces an application f0 e0
over scalars and the continuation (f1 e0 ) e1 . Thus, next
returned values by the application may depend on e0 .
Example 2 (A synchronous program) Let us consider
again example 1 that computes the set of positive integers
and let us write it (for the sake of clarity) as follows:
rec x:pre 0 (x + 1)

where we assume that 1 denotes the in nite stream of 1 and
+ is the classical addition extended to lists.
One execution step of this program is represented in the
following proof tree:
x
x
x
1 1
x !0 x0 ` x !0 x0 x !0 x0 ` 1 !
x
x +1
x !0 x0 ` x + 1 0! x0 + 1

x
0 pre (x + 1) (x0 + 1)
x !0 x0 ` pre 0 (x + 1) !
0
rec x:pre 0(x + 1)
rec x0 :0
`
!
rec

x0 :pre (x0 + 1)(x0 + 1)[rec x0 :0=x0]

The resulting expression reduces to the following one:
0

` rec x:pre 0 (x + 1) ! rec

x :pre 1 (x + 1)
0

0

It is quite easy to see that the program produces the stream
of integers. Moreover, this program is reactive: the program
needs bounded memory and bounded response time. This
is due to the fact that the size of the expression and the size
of the execution proof are bounded. This can be seen as a
reactivity property. In particular, this property is veri ed
in synchronous static data- ow. 2
Within the framework, most functions can be executed
synchronously. Yet, some functions cannot.
Example 3 (A non synchronous example) Let us come
back to the non synchronous program given at gure 1. We
saw previously that the set of bu ered values of x increased
during execution. We can verify that there is no possible
execution step of this expression with the given synchronous
operational semantics. For the sake of clarity, we prefer to
use directly andl instead of its complete de nition.
x0
Fact: There is no x0 and expression
e such that  ` x !
x1
v

and  ` x andl (x when half ) !0 e.
Proof: Suppose we have a transition. The rst step in the
proof would be :
x
e
 ` x !0 x0  ` half ! half 0
y
x
0
0
 ` x ! x0  ` (x when half ) ! x0 when half 0
x and y
 ` x andl (x when half ) 0 ! 0 x0 andl x0 when half 0

This is possible only if  ` half true
! half which does not
hold. Thus, there is no possible execution of the program.
0

2

The adequacy of the synchronous operational semantics
with the classical lazy semantics is straightforward: the synchronous semantics is a subset of the lazy semantics.

3.3 Clock Calculus

The idea of the Lustreclock calculus is to provide statically checkable conditions allowing an expression to be synchronously evaluated. The version presented here is a generalization of the ones presented in [21, 9], in the sense that
it infers the clock and uses uni cation instead of x-points.
Moreover, the clock calculus is extended to functional expressions.

De nition 2 (Clock calculus) The goal of the clock calculus is to assert the judgment:
H ` e : cl
meaning that \expression e has clock cl in the environment
H ". An environment H is a list of assumptions on the clocks
of free variables of e. H is such that:
H ::= [x0 : cl0 ; :::;xn : cln ]
A clock cl is either a clock variable , or a sub-clock of a
clock, cl one monitored by some boolean stream expression e,
or a clock function. Clock expressions are decomposed into
clock schemes () and clock instances (cl).
x
one j cl ! cl

cl : := j cl
 : := cl j 8 1 : : : n :cl

The system is used with a generalization function. Its de nition is the following:
GenH (cl) = 8 1 ::: n:cl if 1 ; :::; n 62 FV (H )
1 ; :::; n 2 Left(cl)

Left(cl1 !x cl2 ) =

FV (cl1 ) [ Left(cl2 )
= ; otherwise
The axioms and inference rules of the clock system are given
at gure 3.
The clock system has been done in the spirit of the classical Damas{Milner type system [11] with a slight modi cation of the recursion rule, coming from [19]. Nonetheless, it
is an unconventional system since clocks contain expressions.
 A constant expression matches any clock. Thus, it has
a polymorphic clock 8 : .
 The clocks of the two arguments of an extend must be
identical.
 The clock of a when expression depends on the values
of the second argument. This is represented using the
on construction.
 The expression merge e1 e2 e3 uses a e2 item when the
value of e1 is true, else, it uses a e3 item. Thus, such
an expression is well clocked when the clock of e2 is the
one of e1 restricted to the case where e1 is true and
the clock of e3 is the one of e1 restricted to the case
where e1 is false. We also have a symmetrical rule.
 A fby expression is well clocked when, either the clock
of the two arguments are the same, or the clock of the
rst is faster than the second.
 The pre expression preserves the clock of its argument.
 In abstracting over stream variables, we must keep
trace of the variable being abstracted, as it can appear in clock expressions.
 Application rule is consistent with the preceding
one: the clock of the application is the clock returned
by the function instantiated with its actual argument.
Abstraction and application over scalar variables don't
modify clocks.





A variable in a clock expression can be generalized
if it is free in the environment H and if it appears
on the left of a functional clock. This constraint is
unusual but has an intuitive explanation: in general,
the clock of an expression can never be generalized (if a
value is present, it cannot be absent at the same time!)
unless the expression is a function where the clock of
the result depends on the clock of the argument. The
instantiation rule is the classical one for type systems.
Application rule is consistent with the preceding
one: the clock of the application is the clock returned
by the function instantiated with its actual argument.

This allows us to state the main result of this section,
namely that every clockable expression can be synchronously
executed.

Theorem 1 (Soundness) For all e and cl, if ` e : cl then
it exists v e and cl such that
v
 i) ` e ! e , and
 ii) ` e : cl .
0

0

0

0

0

Proof: The proof will be roughly sketched as follows : to

each clock proof one can always associate at least one execution tree by building a morphism  from clock proof nodes
to execution proof nodes, which preserves some consistency
property, namely that all expressions sharing the same clock
should either yield a value or evaluate to \empty", and any
sub-clocked expression should yield a value if and only if its
_
clock evaluates to trueFurthermore,
it is easy to check that
the inference axioms and rules of synchronous operational
semantics preserve clockability.

This theorem says that when an expression can be
clocked, then, it can undergo a synchronous execution step,
and then rewrites as a clockable expression. Thus, execution
can proceed.

3.4 Compilation

The goal, here, is to transform a well clocked (thus synchronous) program over streams into an (ecient) transition
function over scalars. Whereas the initial program has to be
executed in a call-by-need manner, the nal program will be
executed in a call-by-value manner.
This compilation process is based on the synchronous
operational
semantics:
indeed, a general execution of e is
v0
v1
v2
e = e0 !
e1 !
e2 !
: : : stating that one execution step of
e0 produces the value v and e0 is transformed into e1 , etc.
The goal of the compilation of e is to produce a transition
function | which can be seen as one execution step of a machine | whose iteration will produce the successive values
vi . The transition can be decomposed into two parts: a code
function producing the scalar output (vi ) and a modif-state
function modifying some internal memory (or state) in the
machine (in order to express the fact that ei becomes ei+1 ).
A memory is a set of links between values and names. Thus,
we shall construct a general function trans:
v=code(s)
trans() = let
in s:=modif-state(s);v
4

H ` const v : 8 :
EXT H ` e1 : cl H ` e2 : cl
H ` extend e1 e2 : cl
H ` e1 : cl H ` e2 : cl one1 H ` e3 : cl on(notle1 )
H ` merge e1 e2 e3 : cl
H ` e1 : cl H ` e2 : cl on(notle1 ) H ` e3 : cl one1
H ` merge (notle1 ) e2 e3 : cl
FBY-2 H ` e1 : cl H ` e2 : cl one
H ` e1 fby e2 : cl one
GEN H ` e : cl  = GenH (cl)
H`e : 
ABST H; x : cl ` e : cl
H ` x:e : cl !x cl
CONST

MERGE-1
MERGE-2

INST

0

0

APP

H ` e : cl !x cl H ` e : cl
H ` e e : cl [e =x]
0

0

0

0

H;x : cl ` x : cl
WHEN H ` e1 : cl H ` e2 : cl
H ` e1 when e2 : cl one2
H ` e : cl
PRE
H ` pre v e : cl
FBY-1 H ` e1 : cl H ` e2 : cl
H ` e1 fby e2 : cl
REC H;x :  ` e : 
H ` rec x:e : 
H ` e : 8 1 ::: n:cl FV (cl) \ FV (cli ) = ;
H ` e : cl[cl1 = 1 ; :::;cln = n ]
TAUT

0

abst

H ` e : cl scalar (x)
H ` x:e : cl

app

H ` e : cl scalar (e )
H ` e e : cl
0

0

Figure 3. The clock calculus
such that each call returns a value and modi es some memory. Then, once the memory s has been properly initialized,
successive calls to trans() will yield the sequence v0 ; v1 ; : : :
More formally,

De nition 3 (Compilation method) The compilation
method is de ned by the relation  j= e : hc;m; si. It means
that in the environment , compiling e produces the code c,
the sequence of instructions m modifying the memory and an
initial memory s. These two codes are expressed in any MLlike language with side e ects (the adopted syntax is close to
the one of Caml-light [17]). An environment  is such that:
 ::= [x1 : hc1 ; m1 ; s1 i; : : : ; xn : hcn ; mn ; sn i]
A memory expression s (or internal state) can be an empty
memory ([]), a memory name (x), a set of links between
names and either memories or scalar values, a recursive
memory (rec x:s) or a function of memories (s ! s).

s ::= [] j [a1 =x1 ; : : : ; am =xm ]
j x j rec x:s j s ! s
a ::= s j v
This structure will be explained in more details further.
The relation j= is only de ned for clockable expressions
with functional order less or equal to one and where the
clocks of (const v) sub-expressions are clock variables. If
e has order zero and s = [v1 =x1 ; :::; vn ] ! [], then the nal

executed code can be written in the following way:
def type([v1 =x1 ; :::; vn ]); ;
let trans =
let xs = new([v1=x1 ; :::; vn ]) in
fun () ! match xs with
Env(x1 ; :::;xn ) ! try let v = c in m; print(v)
in loop

trans() end

with fail !

m

The de nition of the compilation rules, the def type and
new functions are given at gure 4.
Compilation rules follow exactly semantic rules: the code
part produces the value and the memory part modi es a
state to take into account the fact that the resulting expression has changed. Let us comment it:
 const returns the value of its argument. The code part
of the compilation of const v is v. The constmachine
needs no internal state, thus nothing has to be modi ed. The modif-state part is the empty instruction
().
 merge produces a simple if statement. modif-state instructions come from the three parts of the merge and
the memory part is the union of the three arguments.
 when produces a conditional which may raise the exception fail when the test is false. Here also, the
modif-state is the composition of the two modif-state
and the memory part is the union.
 Operationally, pre acts as \latch": it outputs its
recorded value and then records its input. This is implemented by a variable. Thus, the pre construction

TAUT ; x : hc; m; si j= x : hc; m; si
 j= constv : hv; (); [] ! []i
MERGE  j= e1 : hc1 ; m1 ; s1 ! []i  j= e2 : hc2; m2 ; s2 ! []i  j= e3 : hc3 ; m3 ; s3 ! []i
 j= merge e1 e2 e3 : hif c1 then c2 else c3; m1 ; m2 ; m3 ; (s1 [ s2 [ s3 ) ! []i
 j= e1 : hc1 ; m1 ; s1 ! []i  j= e2 : hc2; m2 ; s2 ! []i
WHEN
 j= e1 when e2 : hif c2 then c1 else fail; m1 ; m2 ; (s1 [ s2 ) ! []i
 j= e : hc;m; s ! []i pre x 62 Dom(s) FV (v) = ;
PRE
 j= pre v e : h!pre x; try pre x := c ; (s [ [v=pre x]) ! []i
CONST

with fail !

()

 j= e1 : hc1 ; m1 ; s1 ! []i  j= pre v e2 : hc2 ; m2 ; [v=pre x] [ s2 ! []i
 j= e1 fby e2 : hif !init then c1 else !pre x; m1 ; m2 ; (s1 [ s2 [ [true=init] [ [?=pre x] ! []i
EXTEND  j= e1 : hc1 ; m1 ; s1 ! []i  j= e2 : hc2 ; m2 ; s2 ! []i
 j= extend e1 e2 : h(c1 c2 ); m1 ; m2 ; (s1 [ s2 ) ! []i
; x : hxc; (); [] ! []i j= e : hc;m; [a1 =x1 ; :::; an =xn ] ! si
 j= x:e : hxs; xc: match !xs with ; xs; xc: match !xs with
; [] ! [a1 =x1 ; :::; an =xn ] ! si
Env(x1 ; :::;xn ) ! c
Env(x1 ; :::;xn ) ! m
ABST-[] ; x : hxc; (); [] ! []i j= e : hc;m; [] ! si
 j= x:e : hxc:c; xc:m; [] ! [] ! si
APP  j= e1 : hc1 ; m1 ; s1 ! [a1 =x1 ; :::; an =xn ] ! s3 )i  j= e2 : hc2 ; m2 ; s4 ! []i
 j= e1 e2 : hc1 x c2 i; try m1 x c2 m2 ; (s1 [ s4 [ [[a1 =x1 ; :::; an =xn ]=x]) ! s3
with fail ! m2
 j= e1 : hc1 ; m1 ; s1 ! rec xs:s2 ! s3 )i  j= e2 : hc2 ; m2 ; s4 ! []i
 j= e1 e2 : h match !x with
; match !x with
; (s1 [ s4 [ [rec xs:s2 =x]) ! s3 i
NoEnv ! x := new(s2 ); c1 x c2 NoEnv ! x := new(s2 ); m2
j ! c 1 x c2
j ! try m1 x c2 ; m2
with fail ! m2
APP-[]  j= e1 : hc1 ; m1 ; s1 ! [] ! s3 i  j= e2 : hc2 ; m2 ; s4 ! []i
 j= e1 e2 : h(c1 c2 ); try m1 c2 ; m2 ; (s1 [ s4 ) ! s3 i
with fail ! m2
; x : hxc; xm; rec xs:si j= e : hc; m; rec xs:si
REC
 j= rec x:e : hrec xc:c; let xc = rec xc:c in rec xm:m; rec xs:si

FBY

ABST

APP-rec

new([])
new(recx:s)
new([a1 =x1 ; :::; an =xn ])
new(v)
new(x)

= ref NoEnv
= new(s)
= Env(new(a1 ); :::; new(an ))
= v
= ref NoEnv

def type([])
=
=
def type(recx:s)
def type([a1 =x1 ; :::; an =xn ]) =
def type(v)
def type(x)

Figure 4. The compilations rules

NoEnv
type = def type( ) j NoEnv
Env of def type( 1 ) ref 
 def type( n ) ref

x

:::

= type(v)
= x

a

a

s








produces a code which returns the content of this variable (pre x). In the modif-state part, the new value
of pre x is computed if c produces a value (does not
raise any exception). Else, no modi cation has to be
done. The memory part associated with preis thus
the memory part of its argument plus the new link
[v=pre x]. Note in this rule that the introduced variable pre x must be a new variable (not belonging to
the domain of s).
fby is very similar to pre except that the initial value
of the memory is not known. fby has two states: an
initial state where it returns the value of its rst argument and a general state where it returns the value
of its second argument. Two memories are necessary:
the init memory is rst initialized to true and becomes
false forever and the pre x variable which acts as a
\latch". pre x is initialized with any dummy value of
the correct type. It is important to notice that only
pre and fby primitives need some memory.
extend produces a simple application with no new
memory.
When dealing with abstraction x:e we can distinguish
two di erent cases (rules (ABST) and (ABST-[])):
- e may need some memory. An abstraction may be
called from di erent places in the code and the modi cations on the internal state must be di erent for
each call. The solution we propose is to produce an
abstraction with a new argument xs representing the
internal state. This memory can then be modi ed by
the function. Moreover, the function has to match the
structure of the memory it may receive. The memory
is written [] ! s saying that no memory is used to produce the abstraction whose body uses s. We can now
explain the structure s1 ! s2 . It means that the initial
memory s1 is used for creating a value and that value
uses s2 . Thus, constant values (like const 1) have the
memory [] ! [].
- e may not need any memory. In that case, the abstraction x:e (where x is a stream) corresponds exactly to a scalar abstraction with the same pattern: the
returned value of the abstraction does not depend on
the previous calls to the function. For example, consider the expression x:(extend(extend + (const 1)x).
The scalar code associated to this function over lists
is simply xc:(+1 xc). Thus, the code part associated
to an abstraction without internal state is also an abstraction with only one parameter.
Application rules match abstraction rule: There are
two cases:
- e1 may modify an internal state. In that case, this
memory has to be given. Thus we add a link between a
new name x and the initial memory, the body is waiting for. We then produce the cases depending on the
possible values of x. If the memory is recursive, we
add a special case for creating a new memory dynamically in case the entry of the function is empty (rule
(APP-rec)). This time, the memory size is not bounded
anymore: a new entry is created each time the function is called with an empty entry. We shall discuss
this point further, explaining the possible optimization
in order to keep \reactivity" constraints.

- e1 may not modify an internal state. In that case,
the application over lists is similar to the application
over scalars.
 Recursion produces three recursive expressions. A recursion over streams becomes a recursion over scalars.
Nonetheless, as we shall see on examples, such a recursion rec xc:c is not always a true recursion in the sense
that xc may not be free in c. In that case, it simplies to c. This is exactly what happens for Lustre
programs: they are compiled into non recursive ones.
The modif-state may behave similarly. The memory
part may also be recursive: in fact, this corresponds
to the de nition of a recursive data type.
 Finally, the def type and new constructions translate memories into Caml-light data structures. The
def type function has to produce at de nitions from
(possibly nested recursive) memory expressions. We
only give here the case of non nested memories. Moreover, we restrict the de nition to rst-order (recursive
or not) memories without abstraction or application.
The general case is a matter of further improvements.
A lot of optimizations can (and should) be applied on
the produced code. For example, several matches can be
factorized and empty computation like x; m where x is a
variable can be simpli ed. This is still to be done.

4 Implementation
This section deals with implementation aspects. The nal
goal is to include a special (ecient) stream structure inside
some ML language, based on the application of the clock
calculus and the compilation method.
A rst prototype tool is under construction. Clock calculus and compilation are applied to a simple functional
language as de ned in the previous section. Latter, we plan
to include it as a front-end of the Caml-light system.

4.1 Clock calculus

The implementation of the clock calculus has been done in
the spirit of classical implementations of the Caml-light type
system [17] with a slight modi cation for the recursion rule.
The clock calculus is obtained using a destructive uni cation. Here, the uni cation is slightly di erent from the classical one since clocks may contain expressions. In this implementation, we restrict the uni cation between expressions
in clocks to the syntactical equality (modulo -conversion).
Recursive expressions should be clocked in an iterative way,
as noted in [19]. We have decided to implement a sub-system
by restricting the iteration to two. It seems to be sucient
for many examples.
Example 4 Expressions can be de ned at top-level. The
clock expression is returned for every entry.
let plus=fun x->fun y->(extend (extend (const +) x) y)
clock: 'a-<>->'a-<>->'a
let filter =
fun x->let half=rec half.(const true) fby (notl(half))
in x when half
clock:'a-<>->'a on (rec half.(const true) fby (notl half))

let natx=fun x ->
rec natx.pre 0 (plus natx ((const 1) when x))
clock: 'a-<x>->'a on x
fun x -> fun y -> merge (natx x)

y (const 1)

clock: 'a-<x>->('a on x) on (natx x)-<>->'a on x

2

4.2 Compilation

The implementation produces a Caml-light program with
side e ects. It preserves, as much as possible, the functionality and structure of the initial program. We could
have chosen to produce directly C code. Yet, our choice is
quite natural: the point in our work is to show how to compile eciently the data part of the language without dealing
with the control part. So, by translating our programs into
ML, we preserve every other possible optimizations (function calls, closures, . . . ) related to control. Moreover some
ecient C code can then be obtained using ML to C translators.

Example 5 (A recursive value) For instance, the produced Caml-light code for the recursive expression nat (example 1) is (after applying some simplifying rules):
let trans =
let prex = ref 2
in fun () -> let nat_code = !prex in
let nat_mem = prex:=!prex+1 in
print_int(nat_code)
;;

trans is the transition function. The memory is simply
[0=prex] due to the preconstruct. The nat_code part returns the current value which is initialized to 2 and nat_mem
computes the next value and puts it into the accumulator.
In this example, all useless instructions have been deleted.
2

Example 6 (The Eratosthenes Sieve) Let us see now
the case of the Eratosthenes sieve (section 2.3). Its clock is
: ! . The compilation process produces the following
code (with some hand-made simpli cations).

8

type env = NoEnv
| Env of (bool ref) * (int ref) *
(bool ref) * (env ref)
;;
let new() = Env(ref true,ref (-10),ref true,ref NoEnv)
(* -10 is a dummy integer value *)
;;
let first_code (init,prev) x = if !init then x else !prev
;;
let first_mem (init,prev) x =
(prev:=(first_code (init,prev) x);
init:=false)
;;
let rec sieve_code e x =
match !e with
Env(init,prev,prex,e) ->
let filter_code =
(x mod (first_code(init,prev) x))!=0
in if filter_code
then match !e with

NoEnv -> e:=new();sieve_code e x
| _ -> sieve_code e x
else !prex

;;
let rec sieve_mem e x =
match !e with
Env(init,prev,prex,e) ->
begin
let filter_code =
(x mod (first_code(init,prev) x))!=0
in first_mem(init,prev) x;
if filter_code
then match !e with
NoEnv -> e:=new()
| _ -> sieve_mem e x
else prex:=false
end
;;
let e = ref (new());;
let trans =
let prex = ref 2
in fun () -> let nat = !prex in
if sieve_code e nat
then print_int(nat)
else ();
sieve_mem e nat;
prex:=nat+1
;;

rst returns 2, then 3, then nothing (()) since the
fourth integer is not a prime integer, etc. This corresponds
exactly to the compilation of nat when sieve(nat) that
produces an output only when the condition is true. During the execution of this program, the memory e grows. A
son is created each time the entry is a prime number so the
internal memory has the form of a stack that contains the
previous prime numbers. 2
Example 7 (A tail-recursive function) Let us consider
a recursive function computing the list of positive integers.
It can be written as:

code()

rec

f:(x:x fby (f (plus x (const 1))))

where plus stands for the addition over streams. f (const0)
produces the list of positive integers. The clock of f is
8 : ! . The compilation method will produce the following Caml-light recursive code.
type env = NoEnv
| Env of (bool ref) * (int ref) * (env ref)
;;
let new() = Env(ref true,ref (-10),ref NoEnv)
(* -10 is a dummy integer value *)
;;
let rec f_code e x =
match !e with
Env(init,prex,e) -> if !init then x else !prex
;;
let rec f_mem e x =
match !e with
Env(init,prex,e) -> match !e with
NoEnv ->e:=new();init:=false;
prex:=f_code e (x+1)
| _ ->f_mem e (x+1);init:=false;
prex:=f_code e (x+1)
;;
let code =
let e = ref (new())
in fun () -> let v = f_code e 1
in f_mem e 1;print_int(v)
;;

The memory is recursive since the function is recursive.
It contains the successive init values of the nested machines.
Of course, this function is not truly recursive and can be
implemented in a nite way (all the recorded values in the
structure are always the same). We call it a tail-recursive
function in the usual sense since the body of the function
dies when it creates a new son. This kind of recursion is not
treated eciently by the current compilation method that
focused on truly recursive functions. To be implemented
eciently, these recursions should be rewritten in a non recursive and non functional way. For example, the function
f should be rewritten as:
x:x fby (rec ff:x fby plus ff (const 1))
which could then be compiled into a bounded transition
function. The recognition of tail recursive functions is a
matter of further work. 2

4.3 Preliminary results

For comparison purposes, we report here executions times
(in seconds on a Sparc 10 workstation) of two examples,
a reactive and a truly recursive one, using three di erent
approaches:
 the source program is compiled with the LML compiler.
 the compiled program is compiled using caml-light 0.7
compiler.
 the compiled program is directly compiled into C
Examples
nat (100000)
nat (1000000)
sieve (10000)
sieve (100000)

lmlc

2s
24.1s
15.8s
1116s

camlc

1.4s
14s
66s
3931s

C code (cc
.05s
.26s
2.4s
146s

-O4)

Whereas the implementation is still limited, this very preliminary comparison shows that, when implemented in C,
our method is more ecient for real-time programs and some
truly recursive functions than usual lazy semantics methods,
represented here by the LML compiler. Note also that our
approach compares favorably with respect to code length:
LML code is about 500K bytes.

5 Related works
This work is clearly related to the topics of \listlessness"[25]
and \deforestation"[26]. There have been extended works
on the subject, and it is quite dicult to summarize all of
them. Yet, roughly speaking, these can be classi ed into
two groups:
 Particular methods, based on some set of special purpose primitives, among which we can cite deforestation
shortcuts [3], communication lifting [24], and the one
presented here. It is quite dicult to compare them,
because each has its proper set of primitives and constructs as well as its own goal.
The communication lifting method [24] is very similar
to that can be achieved with Lustre, and thus doesn't
intend to deal with dynamical networks. Furthermore,



it hardly deals with non length preserving functions
like filter. On the contrary, our when primitive is
a lter-like, non length 3preserving, function, which is
central to our approach
Deforestation shortcuts [3], based on foldr-build
transformation, is fairly general; yet it seems to us that
it fails in addressing the problem of functions having
several stream arguments, which are also central to our
approach.
General purpose methods like the deforestation algorithm [26], which applies to any recursive data type.
With respect to these methods, ours is less general, but
better ts its particular domain of application. For instance, it is well-adapted to non linear (in the sense of
[26]) expressions, for which the deforestation algorithm
is not guaranteed to terminate.
For instance, it can be checked that deforestation
doesn't terminate with:
y = merge c
(x when c)
((pre 0 y) when (notl c))

while we easily deforest it.
Moreover, we can treat recursive functions (as sieve)
without considering them as macros.
Finally, Boussinot[8] has de ned an execution scheme for
process networks, consisting in synchronously executing one
step of each process at a time, and this yields an operational
semantic very similar to ours. Yet, he doesn't de ne corresponding clock calculus and compilation schemes. Thus
his approach doesn't allow communications to be eciently
compiled.

6 Conclusion
Finally, since the early days of Kahn and Lucid models, several synchronous data- ow languages have been proposed,
for programming reactive systems [20, 2, 16], for programming parallel machines [14, 13], for describing and synthesizing hardware ([18] and the data- ow part of VHDL [1]).
Yet, none of these proposals seem to have considered recursion. By characterizing synchrony in data- ow languages
as the possibility of restricting to listlessly compilable programs, we intended to show that this is not contradictory
with recursion. We have provided a synchronous operational
semantics, clock constraints and compiling rules for handling
recursion as well as higher order programming. Thus, both
features can be added to those languages yielding a large
increase in expressive power, possibly even reaching the expressive power of general purpose languages.
A possible achievement can consist of applying the techniques developed in this paper in order to add a lazy synchronous stream type on the top of a strict ML-like language.
In doing this, it will be easy to characterize a reactive
subset of this language: reactive programs will be those
whose only recursive types are streams, and which don't
use recursive functions.

3 In [24], it is claimed that Lustre can be simulated using communication lifting; this is true, but it is only a simulation: instead
of being rejected at compile time thanks to some clock calculus, non
listless programs yield execution errors.

Yet, this reactive subset can be enriched by considering
tail recursive functions as in example 7. As already noted
in [10] tail recursion is expected to help in clarifying and
simplifying programs, by providing control structures. Thus
ecient tail recursion handling will be a matter of future
work.
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